RNA guanine quadruplex invasion by complementary and homologous PNA probes.
Guanine quadruplexes are gaining increasing attention due to their suspected roles in regulating gene expression at the transcriptional and translational levels. This paper describes the ability of short peptide nucleic acid (PNA) probes to disrupt a stable RNA quadruplex and hybridize to their target sequence. In one case, the PNA probe is complementary to the target, resulting in formation of a Watson-Crick base-paired duplex. In the second case, the PNA probe is homologous to the target and forms a hybrid quadruplex structure. The hybrid duplex is formed in a 1:1 stoichiometry, as expected based on the constraints imposed by Watson-Crick pairing. However, the hybrid quadruplex is formed in a PNA2:RNA stoichiometry, due to the ability of the short PNA to hybridize with both halves of the original RNA quadruplex.